LIVING IN BANGKOK

Cost of Living, Lifestyle and VISA Runs
Free eBook by Allan Wilson
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SINGLES vs. COUPLES
I should probably start this by highlighting that many of the calculations
in these budgets are based on two people sharing; myself and my wife. I
should also point out that together we now spend less money than I ever
did, when single in Bangkok. So having lived both as single, and now as
married, I can say that living was more expensive when I was single and
I also hear this echoed from like expats living in the city. The reason for
this is the added obligations of a single life; being social, relationships,
dating, or just escaping the ineviable loneliness of life alone in Bangkok.
Now, being married, we find none of these obligations and we spend a lot
less because of it. Also, many of the fixed monthly costs do not change;
the rent and the utility bills of water, electricity and internet are all
shared. They don’t change per person. Also living as a couple sharing the
same schedule, we can make the most of off-peak offers, and enjoy the
affordable luxuries which Bangkok has to offer (e.g. every Wednesday is 60
Baht cinema day). In short, life is now cheaper than ever and therefore this
budget should cover both singles and couples living in Bangkok.
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BASIC COST BREAKDOWN
I will start quickly with a basic analysis and breakdown of costs of living
in Bangkok. As everyone is different, with different comfort levels, and
reason for being in Bangkok, I have taken lifestyle and varying budgets
into consideration. From a basic living in retirement, to big city life and the
so called ‘VIP’ lifestyle. Note, living below basic will be close to poverty...

Monthly Costs
1. Bread and Butter
2. Overheads
3. Accommodation
4. Socialising
5. Shopping
6. Travel
Total Cost of Living
7. Tourist VISA Run?
Incl. Tourist VISA
US$

Basic Living

Affordable Living Big City Living

9,000 Baht
3,000 Baht
5,000 Baht
0 Baht
0 Baht
0 Baht

9,000 Baht
3,000 Baht
10,000 Baht
4,000 Baht
2,500 Baht
2,500 Baht

9,000 Baht
3,000 Baht
20,000 Baht
6,000 Baht
5,000 Baht
5,000 Baht

2,500 Baht

5,000 Baht

5,000 Baht

$600

$1,100

$1,600

17,000 Baht
19,500 Baht
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31,000 Baht
36,000 Baht

48,000 Baht
53,000 Baht

1. BREAD AND BUTTER
We recently set out to to find out how much is necessary to get by in
Bangkok. We aimed at 300 Baht per day and we do succeed to an extent.
Alone this involved many sacrifices as we scrape pennies, trade in twenties,
and make the most of 7-11 coupons. We don’t leave the area, and treat
ourselves only once to pizza at the end of the week. While the plan was to
complete one month; we only manage to complete a week. It’s not easy. So
300 Baht a day is doable, we proved that, but to do this we ate every meal
at local street food, shophouses or foodcourts. Typical meals cost between
30 Baht and 60 Baht (Full guide on street food and cheap eats). With urges
for western food we made do with the local 7-11 (Full 7-11 Food Guide). We
found much of the daily budget was eaten by unexpected costs; deodorant
(50 Baht), toilet rolls (60 Baht), haircut (150 Baht), instant coffees (60
Baht), laundry machine (80 Baht) and daily water (27 Baht). Small numbers
add up. Therefore this we use 300 Baht per day (9,000 Baht / month) as
the bottom line for living in Bangkok. These costs will also be constant
throughout the city street food, 7-11 and transport the same everywhere.
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2. THE OVERHEADS
These are the necessary monthly bills for living in Bangkok. I consider
these to be our fixed costs, guaranteed each month, and rarely changing
with usage (other than electricity). So using our own overheads as
example; we normally pay around 3,300 Baht per month as summed here:
* Electricity - 2000 Baht
* Water - 200 Baht
* Internet - 700 Baht
* Communication - 400 Baht
* Condo Maintenance - 2,500 Baht (ignore: often included in rent)
We don’t use phones (iPad only) or TV and satellite. We do pay condo
maintenance fees but I will remove them here as they are often incurred in
rent. So the above costs could be less if willing to give up air-conditioning,
or if you mooch internet from elsewhere. Otherwise I feel 3000 Baht is a
good base value for overheads before giving up necessary comforts.
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3. ACCOMMODATION
BIG CITY LOCATION: It’s fair to say that most expats hope to live in the
central Skytrain areas of Bangkok, which as expected, are the most
expensive areas to live. In there central areas, for a one bedroom condo
(50sqm), you’re expecting to pay around 22,000 Baht per month and up.
AFFORDABLE LOCATION: Not everyone can afford Big City locations so the
next best comes further down the line in the lower and outer skytrain
areas. Prices here will be around 10,000 Baht per month up. It is possible to
compromise with smaller studio units and maybe lesser facilities etc. but in
the long-term they may not be ideal.
OUT-OF-CENTRE LOCATION: The further you move from central rail
networks, the cheaper condos will be. In further parts of Bangkok, condos
can be found for as little as 5,000 Baht / month, but there will of course be
limitations in facilities and comfort. That being said, they will be livable and
all the basics and necessities for living should still be nearby.
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4. SOCIAL LIFE
Social life will bring the biggest variance in expat spending; where
the lower budgets can afford next to no luxuries, and the higher
budgets can go into serious figures. In general, alcohol and drinks
are relatively cheap, starting around 100 Baht for a local beer in
the cheaper bars, and 200 Baht in the nicer places. On a night
out, they will of course add up, and when adding entrance fees at
nightclubs, taxis and bites along the way, a night out will quickly
break the lower budgets. For a not-so-raucous night in Bangkok, I
would say 1,000 to 2,000 Baht is the norm for a bite at a western
restaurant and a few drinks. If done on a daily basis, the budget
will quickly spiral up. For those with fancier tastes; the better
establishments, and the city’s rooftop bars will cost around 4,000
Baht for a night out. So completely ignoring the nightlife side of
Bangkok, and focusing on a steak and bottle of wine; this will cost
around 1,000 Baht up. Alternatively, McDonalds do Big Mac Sets
for 162 Baht. There’s something for everybody.
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5. SHOPPING
The obvious, necessary expense here would be clothes; which in
Thailand can be extremely cheap. For many an annual shop for plain
100 baht t-shirts and 200 Baht shorts will suffice. The next step up
would be the replica and designed t-shirts, which should add an extra
50 to 100 Baht to this price. Still cheap. For the more style-conscience
of expats; Bangkok has malls for all budgets, with outlets and brands
no different to everywhere else in the world (Guide to Bangkok
Malls Here). However I do find better deals shopping in the West;
through online and comparison websites. I continue to buy my more
expensive items online in the UK; then post them to Thailand. I think
with such prevelance in fake goods and dodgy dealings; people are
happier to pay the premium at branded stores, so they know they’re
not being ripped off. Again for electronics, and similar hobbies, prices
maybe more in Bangkok’s malls, but occasional deals can be found in
more respectable places such as Pantip Plaza (Pratunam). This is the
best place to go for all IT products and repairs.
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6. TRAVEL
Many expats arrive to Bangkok through their desire to travel;
and for many this desire will never end. Fortunately with travel
there are few better places to be than Bangkok; not only for its
proximity in Thailand for islands in the South and mountains in the
North, but also for extensive low-cost carrier routes throughout
Asia. Travel opportunities are seemingly endless. For travel within
Thailand 1,000 Baht will find a bus, train or even plane to the
furthest corners of The Kingdom. With offers on low-cost carriers a
similar figure may also reach nearby neighbours in Southeast Asia
(although VISAs will be required for many). Obviously the closer
the destination the cheaper the fare. Budget 2 star / 3 star hotels
will normally start below 1,000 Baht a night, and it’s not unusual to
see 4 star / 5 star retreats from 2,000 Baht. For flights within Asia I
almost always use Air Asia. For hotels in the same region I always
use Agoda. Also for regular travellers Agoda’s rewards come in
handy and we’ve racked up a good few free stays in the past.
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7. VISA RUNS
For most people considering the switch to Bangkok, they will be doing so
on tourist VISAs, with expectations to jump the border every 3 months
to renew their stamps. The usual protocol is to get a Tourist VISA from an
outside Embassy, which lasts 2 months. At the end of the 2 months this VISA
can be extended for a further month at the Bangkok Immigration Office.
The extension alone will cost 1,900 Baht. Therefore the VISA run will come
every three months (90 days) visiting Thai embassies on the opposite side of
Thailand’s borders. For this there are a number of options, but after running
almost all, I find the cheapest possible VISA run (from Bangkok) is to Penang
in Malaysia. This requires overnight trains between Bangkok and Butterwoth
(near Penang) and costs roughly 1,200 Baht each way (2,400 Baht return).
With no entry VISA needed for Malaysia it is cheaper than Thailand’s other
borders. Then add 1,200 Baht for the Tourist VISA from the Thai embassy,
and 1,000 Baht for a nights accommodation and miscellaneous costs. In total
the VISA run costs around 4,600 Baht, and with the extension in Bangkok it’s
6,500 Baht. As a monthly figure this will be at 2,200 Baht per month.

01.
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BASIC LIVING (19,500+)
The basic living budget will cover accommodation outside of centre, and
daily meals from street food, food courts, and when desperate 7-11s. MidPriced western restaurants will be out of reach, and even fast food and
McDonalds will be a rare luxury for this budget. Accommodation will be
basic, but comfortable, more than likely in a studio apartment with next,
to no, facilities. Location will be in an outside area of the city, and for travel
into centre the journey will more than likely be by bus or, if lucky, the
underground (MRT) or skytrain line (BTS). For travel into central areas a taxi
will cost between 100 Baht and 200 Baht (each way), depending on traffic. For
this budget I would say 19,000 Baht is the bare minimum for living in Bangkok,
before hitting poverty. But it is possible. Regardless of which area you live in
Bangkok, there will be local expat communities and English speakers. School
teachers will be the likely ‘farang’ residents in these parts, working with local
schools and universities. Their wages will probably start significantly higher
(30,000 Baht up). If planning on living in Bangkok on this budget, I would
suggest considering other parts of the country e.g. Chiang Mai.
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AFFORDABLE LIVING (36,000+)
This budget is a good figure for comfortable living in Bangkok. It
will find a one bedroom condo, with adequate facilities, near the
lower / outer Skytrain (BTS) and Underground (MRT) lines. This also
makes it relatively easy to travel to central stations in Bangkok, and
the big city districts. These areas will be less high-rise, and more
shophouse and more Thai. After basic living, and depending on the
choice of condo and rent, there should be Baht left in the budget
to enjoy a frugal social life, making the most of weekly, and happy
hour offers. Travel is also an option for closer-to-home destinations
and while flights abroad maybe unlikely, there’s plenty to explore
within Thailand. This budget should allow the occasional escape from
the never-ending city life in Bangkok. It would also be similar to the
starting wages of expat teachers planning to work in Bangkok, and
the occasional foreign worker at local Thai companies. Again it does
mean squeezing pennies, and for a more comfortable living; other
parts of Thailand e.g. Chiang Mai maybe worth considering.
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BIG CITY LIVING (53,000+)
Life is good. You can afford a city centre condo with plenty Baht on
the side to socialise, shop and do pretty much whatever you like. For
Big City living, most expats look at the Sukhumvit, Thong Lor, Silom or
maybe Sathorn areas in Bangkok; but again this will depend on desired
lifestyle, and purpose for being in Bangkok. For the majority it will be
the Sukhumvit area; central to much of the city’s nightlife, restaurants
and entertainment. Again in higher figures condo’s will come with city
skyline views, and should include facilities such as gym, pool, security
and free Tuk-Tuk service to nearby skytrains. Optional services will also
be offered including low-cost maid services, and laundry. So 53,000
Baht will be the start of this so-called VIP lifestyle, which so many
claim to live in Bangkok (although many over exaggerate). My budget
would be just above this mark (incl. assumed rent) and I am far from
living like a VIP. I have no maid, no TV license or phone, and I go out
once a week with the wife. I do however travel more than most. This
budget gives the financial freedom to choose varied lifestyles.
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OTHER COSTS...
It is hard to sum up each and every potential lifestyle in Bangkok so this is
little more than a basis for initial costs. It includes potential for different
areas, and is mostly geared towards singles or couples. Of course costs will
vary for families, where schooling and other variables come into play. Also,
if planning to work a job, career or study in Bangkok; other obligations
come into account with added travel, socialising, clothing (but at the same
time the VISA runs won’t be necessary). Other costs, which I’ve neglected
to cover, are insurance e.g. health insurance or travel insurance. While
these are generally overlooked by many, they do put increased risk for
heavy spending in the future. Hospital, medical and prescription costs
are expensive in Thailand, so if any health problems arise (or exist) this
will likely add a chunk to spending and budgets. I would also suggest on
adequate savings and an exit plan, as it isn’t unknown for westerners to
find themselves stuck in Thailand, and homeless in farang is on the rise
(with little help from foreign embassies). Do think twice before giving up
everything back home as life in Bangkok may not pan out as planned.
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AUTHOR: ALLAN WILSON
For 10 plus years I’ve travelled to and from
Bangkok, and during this time I’ve lived on many
budgets; from life as a penniless traveller, to
buying high-end property in Bangkok’s central
Sukhumvit area. Now I live a simple life, in a big
city location. It wasn’t until 2011 when I moved
to Bangkok and I now live here permanently, with
my wife Fanfan, working as a travel blogger and
freelance web designer. My lifestyle is simple.
I have no interest in socializing, I don’t mingle with expat crowds, I hate shopping
and my life is very low-key. Having bought my own property I can, and sometimes
do, live on the Basic Living Budget (above) with occasional weekly splurges on steak
and wine dinners. However, this budget is often doubled in months as we do like to
travel. So with no rent, and through frugal jet-setting, and affordable luxuries, our
life in Bangkok does look quite exciting, and we are living on a budget much less than
accustomed to back home. In all, life in Bangkok is a winner.
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LIVE LESS ORDINARY
Follow our Less Ordinary lifestyle over at our
blog Live-Less-Ordinary.com with regular
features on life and living in Bangkok and
travel in Asia. Travel includes unique and
boutique hotel reviews, street food, and food
tourism in Asia. Also
find us online with the
usual social media stuff.
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